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The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional So ware
is developed as a TSCM speciﬁc, operator
centric applica on and our business model
focuses on dispelling the misleading, o en
by design sales tac cs by a number of
test and measurement equipment
manufacturers within the TSCM industry.
One of the most common sales tac cs
involves excep onal Probability of Intercept (POI) claims
made using theore cal and IF BW windowing as a basis for
published POI calcula ons. There is li le dispute when the
technical operator is working within a narrow Range of
Interest (ROI) or focusing on a par cular narrow real‐ me
IFBW mode, however this an excep on in TSCM work.
The problem is that many sales people quote the hardware
IF calculated POI, as the deﬁni ve POI, for TSCM purposes.
As noted in the October 2019 newsle er.
“The technical operator who understands the basic workings
of a ﬁber‐op c network will clearly see a tremendous
advantage over compe ve interests. Technical operators
are encouraged to download and review the October issue
of the TSCM | SIGINT newsle er to learn more about the
Photonic capability within the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional
So ware”.
Once again I have had a spirted discussion with a poten al
customer looking to purchase the so‐called best SDR
hardware on the market for TSCM and he quickly explained
his choice in hardware under considera on.
He had approached various vendors and manufacturer
representa ves and asked them about their products POI
and in all cases was provided with excep onal speciﬁca ons
or simply that the par cular product had a 100% POI with no
technical explana on given.
His mission at this point was to conﬁrm whether or not our
so ware supported his hardware choice.
I proceeded to ask about his choice in hardware to be er
understand his ra onale.

It was explained to me that it had the best POI numbers as
indicated by the sales representa ve. Having now fully
peaked by professional curiosity, I asked him if he had told
the sales representa ve that the applica on was TSCM.
He indicated that he had a lengthy discussion about the
hardware suitability for TSCM and the sales representa ve
told him the hardware was widely used for TSCM because
of the excellent POI speciﬁca ons.
This is the point that the discussion took on a diﬀerent tone.
I asked him to drop by the RDTC lab in Alberta and bring his
demo hardware to conﬁrm his POI expecta ons and to
demonstrate a number of other hardware op ons.
A few days later, I had the opportunity to demonstrate the
misleading POI claims and set the record straight as to why
the POI numbers were nothing more than a misleading
sales tac c in this instance.
Real‐World POI Considera ons
First, lets consider for a moment that the technical operator
posi vely knew the frequency of the Signal of Interest (SOI)
(not likely in the real‐world) and was able to set a narrow
search range centered on the SOI within the real‐ me IF BW.
This might actually result in a 100% POI. The problem is that
in TSCM and SIGINT applica ons we have no idea where in
the ambient RF spectrum the so‐called SOI is located or
when it might make an appearance.
We have no idea as to the signal type, amplitude, or other
characteris cs. This is where the POI speciﬁca ons issue
becomes suspect. First, we are not generally opera ng in the
IFBW mode when we need to sweep 18 GHz, 20 GHz, or
another wide ROI up to say 50 GHz of spectrum bandwidth.
There are a number of important factors to consider aside
from the ROI, such as the Resolu on Bandwidth (RBW), and
also the search speed capability of the receiver.
If you are sweeping 18 GHz and this takes 6.3 seconds to
sweep, the receiver will generally be sweeping someplace
else in the spectrum when an extremely short dura on
(uSec) signal event occurs in the spectrum.
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In many cases the odds of actually hi ng the signal event,
even periodically are similar to winning a lo ery!
The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional So ware has implemented
a real‐ me POI calculator that calculates the actual POI by
taking into account the ROI, RBW, SWEEP SPEED, DSP TIME
and other factors aﬀec ng run me.
The run me POI value will be a shock to many technical
operators who have been mislead as to the POI speciﬁca on
values, rela ve to typical deployment condi ons.
Quick POI Test Protocol
The following test protocol will not provide a total picture
has it fails to account for a number of factors noted above,
however, it will provide a means to conﬁrm that the POI
values provided by the manufacturer of any par cular
product are simply not achievable under real‐world run me
sweep mode deployment.
To ini ate this test process you will require a Vector Signal
Generator (VSG), such as the Signal Hound VSG25A or the
VSG60A and a search receiver (radio) as the Device Under
Test (DUT).

Technical Security Branch (TSB)
As an experienced technical operator, I have tested many
manufacturers products and frankly, unless the hardware
is being deployed for signal level analy cs, the published
speciﬁca ons rela ng to POI are meaningless from a TSCM
perspec ve.
If the threat level encountered is sa sﬁed with a longer
signal event requirement to achieve a given POI, this will be
an informed trade‐oﬀ or limita on and it is only a problem
if the operator believes that they are ge ng the published
POI during real‐world deployment.
Improve Probability of Intercept (POI)
To increase the POI the technical operator can narrow the
search ROI, divide the spectrum across mul ple radios,
adjust the RBW, lower the apparent noise ﬂoor, increase
the apparent sweep speed, increase the run me collec on
me, to improve the ability to capture more burst events.
Innova on is Simply the Beginning!
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Once the search receiver is conﬁgured and running in a
typical opera onal mode consistent with TSCM deployment,
a periodic burst signal can be enabled with a variety of
values to conﬁrm the result across various types of signals.
The PERIOD is the actual me it takes for a Signal of Interest
(SOI) event to compete its ON and OFF cycle. The PULSE
WIDTH is the total PERIOD of the SOI and is o en referred to
as duty cycle. For example, if the speciﬁca on states that
100% POI requires a signal of 25 uSec, be spor ng and set
the VSG for 25 mSec (1000 x longer dura on) and conﬁrm
that the spectrum and waterfall displays every pulse
produced. Just for the record, it generally will not!
Now that you have a test process, you can change the value
of the WIDTH and PERIOD accordingly to determine the
actual POI value for the deployment parameters.
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